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CYLINDER HEAD SELECT ION 

 The old TFS Twisted Wedge heads made decent 

power for the small 195cc intake ports; but to make 

some real power I needed to go bigger.  A went with 

Airflow Research 220cc heads with the CNC competition 

port job.  To help keep compression down so I can run at 

least 15 psi of boost, I had AFR set them up with 68cc 

chambers rather than the 64’s that the TFS heads had.  

This reduced compression slightly over the last engine.  

The standard heads use 2.08” intake and 1.6” exhaust 

valves. 

 I still planned on using the Fel-pro Loc-wire head 

gaskets, so I have to machine a 0.010” deep groove in the 

heads.  Unlike the TFS heads, no welding was required; 

the AFR chambers had a much better shape.  It was just a 

matter of machining the groove.  These gaskets work 

really well for high horsepower applications.  There is a 

built in o-ring that locks in the machined groove and is 

damn near impossible to blow out.  I once had an engine 

crack the block just under the deck and the gasket did 

not fail. 

 

The Fel-pro Loc-wire gaskets have a built in o-ring than 

needs a receiver groove cut around the chambers. 

 I have had really good luck with the Lock-wire 

gaskets on several nitrous engines, so I stayed with what 

I knew worked.  The other option is to o-ring the block, 

but could cause a problem in the future if I decide to take 

this block past a stock 400 bore.  With these gaskets all I 

have to do it mill the heads 0.010” and the groove is 

gone. 

 I used 7/16” rocker studs.  The rocker stud holes 

do break into the intake ports, so sealer must be used 

when installing them.  Guide plate are a given with 

aluminum heads.  All in all, I am very happy with the 

quality of the heads.  The biggest job I did to them was 

installing Heli-coils in the exhaust manifold mounting 

holes.  I did this because there will me a lot of weight 

hanging from them and this will eliminate the chance of 

the aluminum threads pulling out. 

HEAD WORK 

 I have always done my own porting.  The AFR 

CNC porting is very good, but it does leave some areas 

that could use a little touching up.  The CNC porting is 

done before the guides are installed, so they could use a 

little profiling to help air flow around them.  I also spent 

the time to fully polish the combustion chambers and 

exhaust ports.  By smoothing and polishing the 

combustion chamber, it reduces the chances of 

detonation from hot spots.  Polishing helps reduce 

carbon build up because it hard for anything to stock to a 

polished surface, which is why I also polish exhaust ports.  

For the intake ports, you don’t want a polished surface, a 

slightly rough surface helps keep fuel suspended. 

 Notice in the picture below the how the ports 

are not round, but are flatter on the bottoms.  The 

headers do have a round port and this step at the port 

floor acts as a anti-reversion dam to resist back flow 

during valve overlap. 
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Here’s a view down the exhaust ports after the adapter 

flanges were port matched to the heads and all port 

work was done.   

VALVES 

 I ordered the heads bare because I was not dead 

set on a cam yet and there’s no sense in buying valve 

springs that will be taken off anyway.  I used Manley 

Race Series stainless steel valves.  Very rarely will I buy a 

complete set of heads unless I know exactly what spring 

forces, installed height, etc. I will need to get the job 

done and order them complete and set up to my specs.  

Then I double check them anyway. 

 

I checked the guide size with a Starett small hole 

gauge… 

 Even though everything is new, valve to guide 

should be checked.  All the clearances were right on 

spec, so it was just a matter of checking that they sealed 

and assemble the heads. 

 

…then used a micrometer to measure the gauge.  This 

way the same mic can be used to measure the valve, 

eliminating the possibility of tolerance stock up of 

usage separate tools to measure each. 

 To check the seats, I use very fine lapping 

compound.  When lapping do not spin the valves all the 

way around, take very short strokes back and forth just a 

few times.  You are not trying to make a valve seal here; 

you are just making sure you get a contact all around the 

seat and valve.  If you see the lap marks all around the 

valve and in the correct position, then you are ready to 

leak test them.  If the contact area is not in the right 

position, the seats must be cut until it is. 

 A good way to check for leaks is to lean and dry 

the heads and valves.   Install the valves and use a bright 

flash light all around the valve while looking through the 

port.  You’d be surprised at how much you can see 

through the port in a dark room.  It should only take 

finger pressure to seal out all light.  You could have them 

leak checked or buy some fancy tools to pull a vacuum on 

the ports to check them, but I have yet to see a valve 

pass a light check and fail a vacuum check.  Once all the 

valves were checked for a good seal, I assembled the 

heads. 
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